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Autoqraohed Josh Gibson
coulil sdll for $1 00,000+

postcard

The postcard shows an 18-year-old Gibson in his Homestead Grays
uniform during spring training in 1931, his first full season in the Negro
Leagues. Harrison Studios of Hot Springs, Arkansas produced the photo
postcards. The Gibson postcard is one of only five cards from the set
known to exist, according to O/d Cardboard, a magazine and website
dedicated to vintage baseball cards.

Gibson autographed the front of the postcard with his full "Joshua
Gibson" signature. On the verso he inscribed and signed, "To my pal, Joe
Lewis, From Joshua Gibson." PSA/DNA authenticated the signatures, and
PSA encapsulated the card. The company gave both signatures a rating of
seven.

The REA catalog, which Lifson released to Autograph Collector,
describes the postcard as ". ..an extraordinary find both as a card and as
an autographed photograph. Josh Gibson's signature is extremely rare
in any form, making this not only an extraordinary card discovery, but an
extremely significant autograph discovery as well...The fact that the post-
card is autographed also makes this very possibly the only known signed
photograph of Josh Gibson in existence."

According to Lifson, the Gibson postcard carries a reserve of $5,000,
with a presale estimate of $10,000-$20,000-plus. Lyman Hardeman, editor
of Old Cardboard, told AC the card could sell for $'100,000 or more.

"l believe that it will bring the highest price for any postcard, ever,"
Hardeman said. "The hammer price is anyone's guess. lt really is an
incredible piece."

According to The Biographical Encyclopedia of the Negro Baseball
Leagues, "ln black baseball, only Satchel Paige was a better known
personality than Josh Gibson." Gibson played for 17 years, including stints
in the South American and Mexican Leagues. Baseball historians credit
Gibson with a total of 962 career home runs, including 75 blasts during the
1931 season, when the Grays compiled an eye-popping 163-23 record.
Gibson suffered a stroke and died on January 20,1947,just a few months
before Jackie Robinson broke the major league color barrier. Gibson was
elected to the National Baseball Hall of Fame in 1972.

More information about the Josh Gibson postcard, including a com-
plete catalog description, is available at www.RobertEdwardAuctions.com.
Old Cardboard features ohotos of all the Harrison Studio oostcards known
extant, including the Gibson card, on its Web site, www.OldCardboard.com.

-Joshua Platt
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Michael lair wins Farrah Fawcett
signed photo

Congratulations to AC reader Michael Lair of
Matthews, Virginia. Michaelwon an October issue of
AC signed by Farrah Fawcett in our October monthly
drawing,

Every month, AutographOollector.com has a free
online drawing for an autograph of a celebrity appearing
in that month's issue. You don't have to buy anything to
enter. Just click the link on the AutographCollector.com
homepage or in the eZine.

Don't have Internet access? You can enter by mail
by writing "Enter me in the monthly drawing!" on a post-
card with your name, address and phone number, and
mailing it to: Autograph Collector Monthly Drawing, 510
S. Corona Mall, Suite A, Corona, CA 92879.

Way to go, Michael...and thanks for entering!

Singer-signed guitar grabs attention
ollectors of music autographs love signed
albums and handwritten lyrics. But to many, the
most prized piece is a signed guitar. lt can make

J your living room look like the Hard Rock Cafe.
Many musicians refuse to sign them unless two

things are happening: A fellow musician is getting the
autograph and it's for charity. But Canadian rocker Bryan
Adams-who first hit with Cuts Like a Knife in the early
'80s, Summer of 69 in the mid-'80s, and the biggest hit of
his career in the early '90s, the ballad (Everything I Do) I
Do It for You-has done it for autograph fans.

He had a white Fender Stratocaster signed by some
of his friends and fellow musicians and auctioned it
off to raise money for his Tsunami Guitar Project. The
proceeds were donated to Reach Out to Asia to help
its rebuilding efforts in the countries affected by the
December 2004 tsunami.

lf you're surprised you didn't hear about the auction,
that's because it took place in Doha, the capital of Qatar.
And, you might not have been able to afford it anyway, The
guitar fetched 1.6 million pounds, which put it in the Guin-
ness Book of Records as the most expensive guitar ever
sold. lt was originally purchased by the daughter of the
Emir of Qatar, who donated it to be auctioned at the gala.

And just who signed this electric guitar? Guitar
gods Keith Richards, Eric Clapton, Brian May (Queen),
Jimmy Page (Led Zeppelin), David Gilmour (Pink Floyd),
Jeff Beck, Pete Townshend fihe Who), Mark Knopfler
(Dire Straits), Ronnie Wood (Rolling Stones) and Tony
lommi (Black Sabbath). A few bass players-Sting and
Paul McOartney- signed it as well, as did singers Ray
Davies fl-he Kinks), Liam and Noel Gallagher (Oasis) and
Mick Jagger.
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one-of-a-kind baseball postcard, auto-
graphed twice by Negro League great
and Baseball Hall of Famer Josh Gibson.
could fetch

more than $100.000 when
it is auctioned by Robeft
Edward Auctions in April.

According to REA
President Robeft Lifson.
the postcard "may be the only authentic Josh
Gibson autograph on a photograph of Gibson
alone known to exist." Adding to the piece's
rarity, Lifson says, is the fact that "it has long
been thought that no card of Josh Gibson
exists dating from his playing days."

Josh Gibson: A one-of-q-kind
postcord oulogrophed twice
by Negro Leogue greot Josh
Gibson. Pholos courtesy of
Robert Edword Auctions
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